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ANNOUNCEMENT.

Doubtless many of our friends will be surprised at the reduced size of our Spring Catalog.

The wonderful increase in the demand for our Palms, Azaleas, Camellias, Evergreens, hardy ornamental shrubs, and plants in the past few years has thoroughly convinced us that this is "A Day of Specialties," and therefore we have discontinued growing a general line of bedding and greenhouse plants, such as we have handled for so many years.

The space in our greenhouses heretofore occupied by such plants is now devoted to producing "A Few Specialties" in immense quantities; and we are therefore better prepared to supply our patrons than ever before; and beg to submit the following list of plants. All of which are in the best possible condition.
TO PATRONS AND FRIENDS.

With this copy of our plant catalog for the spring of 1904, we return our sincere thanks to the numerous friends whose patronage has been so liberally bestowed upon our firm during the last forty-nine years, and take pleasure in stating that the stock of plants described herein is unusually large and of the highest standard of quality.

The Fruitland Nurseries are located west of, and adjoining the limits of the city of Augusta, on the Washington road (continuation of Broad street), and 1 1-2 miles from the terminus of the Lake View Electric Car Line. In the home tract of 400 acres are soils of every texture found in this section of the state, thus enabling every class of products to be grown under the most favorable conditions.

We have no connection whatever with any other Nursery, and do not employ agents, all our dealings being directly with purchasers.

OUR NURSERY DEPARTMENT.

Is divided as follows, viz.: Roseg, 30 acres; Shrubs, 20 acres; Fruit Trees, 260 acres; Grape Vines, 10 acres; Evergreens and Deciduous Trees, 25 acres; Small Fruits, 15 acres; Orchard and Test Grounds, 40 acres.

THE GREENHOUSE AND PLANT DEPARTMENT.

Covers over 60,000 square feet of glass, and is conceded to be the largest area of glass in the South that is entirely devoted to plant growing. With numerous improvements added to this department, we are prepared to offer plants at prices in keeping with progress and the times.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY.

For any business transactions extends only to those purchasing direct from the nursery. Dealers purchasing from us sell upon their own responsibility. We likewise disclaim any liability for results arising from defective planting at improper seasons, or from subsequent faulty treatment and cultivation, and are not in any respect responsible for any loss or damage arising from any failure thereof. While we exercise the greatest care to have all our plants true to name, well grown, and packed in the best possible manner, and hold ourselves in readiness, on proper proof, to replace all plants that may accidentally prove untrue to label, free of charge, or refund the amount paid therefor, it is mutually understood and agreed to between the purchaser and ourselves that our guarantee of genuineness shall in no case make us liable for any sum greater than originally received for said plants that prove untrue.

All quotations are for immediate acceptance, subject to stock being sold. No liability to attach to us where frost, drought or other casualties beyond our control prevent delivery of stock that may be contracted for.

CATALOGS.

The following catalogs will be mailed free on application:
Descriptive Catalog of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Strawberry Plants, Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, etc., issued in August.
Spring Catalog of Palms, Greenhouse Plants, Shrubs, etc., issued in February.
Address always, (and not individuals.)

P. J. BERCKMANS COMPANY, (Incorporated.)
Augusta, Ga.

Telegraphic and Cable Address: BERCKMANS, Augusta, Ga.

Write For Our Special Prices on GOULD'S SPRAY PUMPS

They always represent the best value. They are made by pump specialists of over 50 years' standing.

BETTER SPRAYERS ARE NOT MADE.

"Handy," the best Knapsack Spray Pump.
"Pomona," the best pump on the market for spraying Bordeaux and other mixtures.

We Handle Everything For Spraying.

"How to Spray, When to Spray."

"Handy" A very valuable booklet FREE. Write for it. "Pomona"
PLANTS FOR OUT DOOR CULTURE.

The plants offered in this division can be safely planted in open ground from the time that frosts cease until June.

Varieties marked with an asterisk (*) are hardy.

**CALADIUM ESCULENTUM (ELEPHANT'S EAR)**

Large Bulbs, 25 cents each, $2 for 10; medium, 50 cents each, $1 for 10.

A most effective plant, with enormous leaves. Excellent for groups upon lawns. Give an abundance of rich soil and plenty of water.

**CARNATIONS (READY MARCH 1.)**

Plants from 3-inch pots, 15 cents each, $1.25 for 10, $8 per 100.

We offer 12 of the best standard sorts in all the favorite rich shades of red, pink, crimson, yellow, striped, white, etc.

Plant in open ground early in April, and pinch in the flower stems which first appear. This will make bushy plants; again pinch in all flower stems during August, and pot off end of September. This will give strong plants for winter blooming in a pit or cool greenhouse, where ample ventilation is provided. Use 4-inch pots when lifting the plants from the open ground.

**CHRYSANTHEMUMS.**

10 plants, in 10 best varieties, suitable for exhibition purposes.

50 plants, in 50 best varieties, suitable for exhibition purposes.

100 plants, in 50 or more best varieties, suitable for exhibition purposes.

Our present stock contains nothing but superior sorts. To fully describe the peculiar shades and colors, and the great variety of forms, would not be possible within the limits of this Catalog. We will in every instance send only the most distinct varieties, and include many of the leading sorts of 1903.

**CULTURAL DIRECTIONS.—**If for open ground, plant in any good soil, well fertilized, and from end of March until June; if for winter blooming in the house, the plants should be lifted from the open ground during September, potted in 8 or 10-inch pots, and removed to a cool greenhouse or very large flowers be desired, such as are but one upon one stem should be pinched off as soon as they appear. This is termed "disbudding" and enables the production of flowers 6 or more inches in diameter. While such enormous flowers can be produced by this process, it must be borne in mind that by allowing the plant to perfect all the flowers which it produces, the latter will not average half the size of those produced by the "disbudding" process. Many varieties will remain in full bloom until Christmas if kept in a cool greenhouse.

*GENISTA ANDREANA.*

Strong plants, well branched, 25 cents each, $2 per 10.

This is a Scotch broom with red and yellow flowers. Flowers on long branches. Ground color of corolla is golden yellow, lower and lateral petals with a red border. Blooms in April, is very attractive and perfectly hardy.

**HIBISCUS SINENSIS (CHINESE HIBISCUS.)**

Plants from 3-inch pots, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

Majestic plants for bedding or pot culture. Can be bedded in open ground during April and again potted off in October. Their flowers are produced continuously during summer.

**Baptiste.**—Dark red, double.

**Carminata Perfecta.**—Soft carmine rose with crimson eye, single.

**Cruentus.**—Crimson, double.

**Double Salmon.**

**Double Yellow.**

**Grandiflorus.**—Single red, very large.

**Lamberti.**—Pale red, single.

**Miniata.**—Vivid red, double. Very beautiful.

**Peach Blow.**—This is a fine new variety. Color a most beautiful shade of clear pink, double.

Sub-Violacea.—Crimson violet, double.

Versicolor.—Crimson, mottled white, single.

**HYDRANGEAS.**

Plants from 3-inch pots, 15 cents each, $1.25 for 10, $10 per 100; strong, 2-year field grown plants, 25 cents, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

All require a shady, and, where practicable, a rich and moist situation. The color is changeable, according to soils, and varies from blue to rose color; all hardy.

**Japonica.**—Outer florets pale blue, inner dark blue.

**Otaksa.**—Flower-heads very large; pale rose or blue, according to soil.

**Otaksa Monstrosa.**—A very large-flowered variety; much larger than Otaksa. Beautiful red color, shaded white. Free bloomer.

**Paniculata Grandiflora.**—Produces immense panicles of pure white flowers, which last for several weeks; a most valuable shrub.

**Ramus Pictis, or Red-Branched.**—With dark purple stems, and large heads of rose or pale blue flowers, with lighter center.

**Rosa.**—Vigorous habit; flower-heads shaped like those of Thomas Hogg, and as freely produced; color bright rose-red.

**Thomas Hogg.**—Best white-flowering variety of this group. Flowers last several weeks.
**IRIS KAEMPFERI (JAPANESE IRIS)**  
25 cents each; 82 for 10; $17.50 per 100.  
These beautiful herbaceous plants are among our handsomest spring flowering plants and are becoming very popular. They commence blooming about the middle of April and continue to produce blooms for 5 or 6 weeks. Many of the flowers are from 8 to 12 inches in diameter and are almost as handsome as orchids, with their rich coloring and markings. The Iris does best in a rich, wet situation and should receive an abundant supply of manure and water. We offer ten fine varieties under their Japanese names of the following colors; white, purple, violet, mauve, magenta, etc.  

**MEYENA ERECTA.**  
15 cents each. $1.25 for 10; large plants, 27 cents each, 82 for 10.  
Alba.—Identical in habit with M. Coerules Flowers white. A most desirable variety.  
Coerulea.—A large shrub; flowers large, of intense violet, with rich orange throat. Almost perpetual bloomer, and in middle of the season.  

**ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.**

**EULALIA.**  
25 cents each, 82 for 10; $12.00 per 100.  
Japonica Variegata.—A variegated, hardy grass from Japan. It forms compact clumps 6 feet in diameter.  
Japonica Zebra.—The gold stripe, instead of running longitudinally, like the former, runs across the leaf.  
Univittata.—With narrow foliage and a narrow stripe along the entire leaf.

**CLIMBERS.**

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are hardy; the others are for house culture. Those marked with a dagger (†) are good for open ground in summer only.

**AKERIA QUINATA.**  
25 cents each, 82 for 10.  
†ALLAMANDA HENDERSONII.  
25 cents each, 82 for 10.  
Beautiful large, yellow flowers; free bloomer.

**AMELOPSIS JAPONICA, OR VEITCHII (JAPAN, OR BOSTON IVY).**  
15 cents each, $1.25 for 10; $10 per 100.  
Beautiful deciduous climber of very rapid growth, eminently suitable for covering brick walls, stumps, etc. We have an immense stock of this plant in all varieties.  
*ANTIGONON LEPTOPUS.*  
(ROSA DE MONTANA, OR MEXICAN ROSE)  
Strong plants from pots, 25 cents each, 82 for 10.  
Free bloomer. Flowers produced in large racemes of a most beautiful rosy pink color. A most desirable vine for the south. The stem dies down in winter.  
†ARISTOLOCHIA ELEGANS.  
Plants from 3-inch pots, 25 cents each, 82 for 10.  
Handsome and elegant flowers of a rich, dark purple color, ornamented throughout with irregular branched markings of a creamy white, and having a golden yellow eye surrounded by rich, velvety purple. Roots should be covered with leaves in winter.

**GYNERIUM (PAMPAS GRASS).**  
25 cents each, 82 for 10; $15 per 100.  
Argenteum (White).—Silvery, plume-like spikes of flowers; very hardy, and thrives in any ordinary rich soil.  
Elegans.—With very long stems. Plumes silvery white. Blooms a month earlier than Argenteum. A very distinct and valuable variety.  
Rol des Roses.—Plumes very compact, of a delicate rose color when first appearing. A pretty contrast for other sorts.

**BIGNONIA.**  
25 cents each, 82 for 10.  
†Speciosa.—Flowers pink, stained purple; blooms profusely in spring and is hardly at Savannah.  
Venusta.—Rich orange; winter bloomer for conservatory; is a most desirable variety for Florida, where it produces a wealth of brilliant flowers during winter.

**BIGNONIA (TECOMA).**  
(JAPAN Trumpet Vine.)  
25 cents each, 82 for 10; $15 per 100.  
2 years, heavy, 40 cents each, 83 for 10.  
*Grandiflora.—Superb climber; flowers very showy, deep orange; blooms nearly all summer.  
*Hybrida.—Dark blood-red flowers. Good bloomer. Hardy as far north as Boston.  
*CLEMATIS APIPHOIA (BREVICAUDATA).**  
Strong plants from 3-inch pots, 25 cents each, 82 per 10, $15 per 100.  
A fine new climbing variety from Japan, with pinnate and bipinnate leaves. A most vigorous grower and perfectly hardy in the far north. Flowers produced in the great-
est profusion and when in full bloom the entire plant is a mass of white. This very desirable acquisition blooms before Clematis
Paniculata and lasts for a long period. We can recommend this with confidence.

*Clematis Paniculata.
Strong plants 25 cents each, $2 for 10; $15 per 100. Nice plants from 2 1-2-inch pots, 15 cents each, $1.25 for 10, $10 per 100.

Flowers white, star-shaped; produced during midsummer and fall, upon long shoots. In addition to its profusion of flowers, the latter are also very fragrant and the foliage is handsome. A most desirable climber, which is attracting much attention, and is perfectly hardy.

*Elymus Radicans Variegata.
Strong plants, 25c each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100. A beautiful climber with variegated leaves. Fine for covering walls and brick work.

*Ficus Repens. (Climbing Fig.)
Strong plants, 10c each; 75c per 10; $6.00 per 100.
A beautiful Evergreen climber with small bright green leaves. This is an excellent plant for covering walls, rock work and rustic work in greenhouses. In protected situations this vine is hardy at Augusta.

*Ipotheca Selowii.
15 cents each, $1.25 for 10.
Flowers pink, convolulus-shaped; roots tuberous, perennial; very desirable.

*Ivy (Hedera).
Strong plants from 3-inch pots, 15 cents each, $1.25 for 10, $10 per 100.
*Algerian.—With very broad leaves; a beautiful variety.
*English. (Helix.)—Evergreen; a well-known plant.
†Jasmine Catalonian.
15 cents each, $1.25 for 10.
An old favorite, with very fragrant white flowers.

Jasminum.
25 cents each, $2 for 10; $12 per 100. Very heavy, 40 cents each, $3 for 10; $20 per 100.
*Nudiflorum.—A desirable deciduous variety. Produces yellow blooms in great abundance during February and March.
*Officialis (Star Jasmine).—White, sweet-scented flowers in April. A popular old variety.
*Reevesii.—An evergreen variety producing yellow blooms in summer and fall.

Lonicer'a (Honeysuckle).
25 cents each, $2 for 10; $15 per 100. Strong 3-year plants, 40 cents each, $3 for 10; $20 per 100.
* Aurea Reticulata.—Golden netted; leaves bright green, beautifully netted all over with golden veins, leaves and stems changing to bright crimson in the autumn.
*Belgica (Belgian).—Pink flowers, very sweet, profuse, and an almost perpetual bloomer. Can also be trained as a bush.
*Browii (Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle). Strong, rapid grower, with orange-scarlet flowers.
*Haeckrotti.—Flowers, rose-colored on the outside, yellow in the center. Perpetual bloomer.

*Rhyncospernum.
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
*Jasminoides (African Jasmine).—Evergreen, with white fragrant flowers in April and May. A valuable hardy climber.
*Variegatum.—With variegated leaves.

Roses (Climbing on Own Roots.)
Strong field grown plants, 25c each; $2 per 10; $15.00 per 100.
*Climbing Clothilde Soupert. White with rose or light carmine center.
*Crimson Rambler.—Flowers produced in great profusion in April and May.
*E. V. Hermanos. Deep rose, salmon center.
*Woodland Margaret.—White.

Roses (Climbing) Budded on Manetti.
Strong field grown plants, 35c each; $3 per 10; $25.00 per 100.
*Chromatella.—Deep yellow.
*Devoiensis.—White, flesh center.
*Elle De Beauvillain.—Soft rose, salmon center.
*Lamarque.—Pure white.
*Meteor.—Dark velvety crimson.
*Mrs. Robert Peary. (Climbing K. A. Victoria.)—Pure white.
*Reine Marie Henriette.—Bright cherry red.
*Waltham No. 3.—Dark crimson.
*Wooten.—Bright magenta red.

—Solanum.
Strong plants 15 cents each, $1.25 for 10.
Azarueum, or Seaforthianum.—A beautiful climber producing numerous bunches of delicate blue flowers with golden anthers, and fragrant.
*Jasminoides Grandiflora.—A new variety of more bushy habit; flowers white, large and produced in numerous large racemes.
† Wendlandii.—A rapid-growing climber, of deciduous habit; flowers large, pale lavender-blue, produced in large bunches.

Tecoma, or Bignonia.
Strong plants 25 cents each, $2 for 10.
*Capensis.—One of the most showy half-hardy varieties of this genus. Flowers deep orange, from August until midwinter.
†Jasminoides.—Flowers white, with carmine center; a fine house plant.

Vanilla Aromatica.
25 and 50 cents.
The true Vanilla Plant; requires a very warm greenhouse.

*Vienna Variegata (Perwinkle, or Trailling Myrtle).
25c each, $2 for 10; $15 per 100. Leaves with beautiful silvery variegation. Fine for walls and rockwork.

Wisteria (Grafted).
25 cents each, $2 for 10; extra strong, 50 cents each; $4 for 10.
*Frutescens Magnifica.—(Own roots).—Flowers in long tassels, pale blue, blooming later than the Chinese varieties.
*Sinensis Alba.—A white flowering variety; a beautiful, graceful climber.
*Sinensis B. pl. (Double purple).—A double variety; very fine.
PLANTS FOR GREENHOUSE.

This class is intended to be cultivated under glass or in the house, although several varieties are effective bedding plants.

ARALCARIA EXCELSA (NORFOLK ISLAND PINE)
6-inch plants, a beautiful size for fern dishes, 50 cents each; 10-12-inch plants, $1.00 each; 15-inch plants, $1.50 each; 18-20-inch, $2.00; 24-30-inch, grand specimens, $3.00 each.

There are three trees as beautiful. Foliage bright green and dense, on slightly pendulous branches; grows to a great height.

ACACIA FARNESIANA (POPINAC)
Strong plants, 25 and 50 cents each.

Flowers yellow, in balls, and emitting a delightful violet fragrance; an excellent winter bloomer.

ALLAMANDA
25 cents each, $2 for 10.

Cathartica.—Shrubby plant; flowers handsome, yellow; profuse bloomers. Very desirable, both as a house and bedding plant.

Hendersonii.—Flowers golden yellow; a beautiful climber; almost perpetual bloomer; can be grown in pots and trained to a stake.

ASPARGUS.
Strong plants, 15c each; $1.25 per 10; larger sizes 25c, 50c and $1.00 each.

Plumosus Nanus.—A most graceful plant. The branches are slender and arching. Foliage is finer than the most delicate fern, and of a bright and very pleasing green.

Sprengeri.—A new species, useful to grow in suspended pot or basket. Fronds attain 3 to 4 feet in length.

CALADIUMS (FANCY LEAVED)
After March 15th we can supply strong plants from 2 1-2 to 3-inch pots, 20 cents each, $1.50 for 10; $10 per 100.

This magnificent genus of plants has in the last few years become very popular, both for decoration, the conservatory, greenhouse and for window boxes. They are also admirably adapted for planting in the open ground.

They do best in a partially shaded situation, especially where protected from the heat of the afternoon sun, and if the ground is well enriched will not fail to please the most fastidious. As soon as all danger of frost is past in the spring the plants or bulbs can be set out in the open ground.

In the fall after the growth is finished, take up the bulbs and keep them in a warm, dry place, either in sand or charcoal and in the spring they can again be set out.

Our collection comprises over fifty of the best and most distinct varieties, including over twenty-five of the new Brazilian sorts.

A description of the wonderful combination of colors and beautiful blending of shades in these plants is impossible. In some, the leaves are bright red with darker veins; some have a delicate rose-colored center, shading off to white; others are pure white and so transparent that writing held beneath the leaf may be readily deciphered through it. Many varieties are as brightly colored and as delicately beautiful as flowers. A bed of these grand plants will not disappoint you.

CITRUS FRUIT.

(ORANGES, LEMONS AND LIMES.)
All our Citrus fruits are budded upon Citrus trifoliata.

These plants are most desirable for greenhouse and conservatory cultivation. They are stocky and well branched. They fruit when two years old. We can recommend these trees most highly.

LEMONS.
2-year grafts, 15 to 18 inches, 50c each; $4 for 10, 18 to 24 inches, 75c each, $8 for 10. Larger specimens, $1 to $5 each.

American Wonder, Belinir, Genoa, Lamb’s Sicily, Villafranca and Variegated.

LIMES.
Same size and prices as Lemons. Tahiti and Sweet.

ORANGES.
2-year grafts, 12-inch, bushy, 50 cents each. $3.00 for 10; $25 per 100. 2-years, 15 to 18 inches, 75c each; $5.00 for 10; 2-years, 20 to 24 inches, $1 each. $7.50 for 10.

De Colmar, Daltoni Blood, Jaffa Blood, Majorica, Maltese Blood, Maltese Oval, Mandarin, Saturna or Orangette, Amore’s Satsuma, Tangerine, Cleopatra, or Spice Tangerine.

EUZENIA JAMBOS (ROSE APPLE)
25 cents each; $2 for 10; large plants, 50c each.

An evergreen shrub; flowers large, globular, brush-like heads, succeeded by white fruit, with a strong attar-of-rose perfume. Makes a delicate jelly.

FERN.
We offer a general assortment of the best varieties: 10 plants, all distinct, from 3-inch pots for .......... $1.00 10 plants, all distinct, from 4-inch pots, the species, ....... 2.50 Adiantum Cenenum (Maiden Hair).—The most popular of its class. 15 and 25 cents each; large plants, 50 cents to $1.

Alsophila Australs (Australian Tree Fern.) A grand variety with beautiful finely cut leaves, of drooping habit. Strong plants, 50c to $2.00 each.

Nephrolepis Exaltata Bostoniensis (Boston Sword Fern.) Fronds are erect and dentated; decidedly one of the best and most ornamental ferns ever introduced. Of easy culture. 15c, 25c, 50c, and $1.00 each. Large specimen plants $2.00 each.

Nephrolepis Davalloloides Farfaniis (Curled Sword Fern).—A very distinct and beautiful variety; the fronds are long and broad, beautifully created at the tops; feathery foliage. The finest of all Sword Ferns. Strong plants, from 4 and 5-inch pots, 50c and $1 each.

BRAEAENA FRAGRANS (DRAGON TREE)
A highly ornamental variety and very decorative plant with broad green leaves and very fragrant flowers. Of easy culture. Strong plants, 50c each. Beautiful specimens from $1.00 to $5.00 each.

PICUS ELASTIC (INDIA RUBBER TREE)
25c, 50c, and $1.00 each.

This popular plant is too well known to describe.
JASMINUM (JASMINES.)
Fragrant flowering shrubs.

**Duke of Tuscany**—Very double; white, 25 and 50 cents each.
**Grandiflorum** (Catalanian Jasmine) —15 cents each.
**Graellimum, or J. Multiflorum** (Star Jasmine.) Flowers white; star-shaped. 25¢ each.

**Maid of Orleans**—A sub-variety of Arabian Jasmine, with larger flowers. 25 and 50 cents each.

**Sambac.** (Arabian Jasmine).—Flowers white; very profuse bloomer, 25 cents each.

SELAGINELLA EMMELIANA (MOSS)
Plants from 3-inch pots, 15 cents each; 4-inch, 25 cents each; fine specimen plants, from 5-inch pots, 75 cents each, and from 6-inch pots, $1 each.

A beautiful upright-growing moss, with numerous feathery stems branching from the base and forming a dense tuft. Well-grown plants attain 12 to 18 inches in height and a corresponding diameter. We know of no moss superior to it, and it is exceedingly appropriate for table decoration.

PALMS.

Owing to the growing popularity of Palms we are making a specialty of them, and can supply them by the thousand. We devote upwards of 30,000 square feet of glass to this class of plants. During winter our Palm houses are kept under as low a temperature as is consistent with the health of the plants, and the largest part of our stock is carried through the summer in slat houses, where they have free circulation of air, and a clean and healthy growth, becoming thoroughly hardened off by fall; our plants can, therefore, stand distance carriage without injury, and will not suffer from the sudden change from a high greenhouse temperature when removed to that of a sitting room.

All our Palms being grown in pots, can be forwarded during the whole year. Measure is from top of pot to top of plant, in its natural position.

We would state that as all varieties do not grow alike, we cannot quote plants of equal height at the same price. Some are of rapid growth; others affect a dwarf habit. Young plants of such varieties as Phoenix, Seaforthia, and a few others do not show their characteristic forms of foliage until the second year. The lowest prices refer to 2-year old plants, ranging from 10 to 12 inches, according to variety.

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS.—Use a compost of equal parts of leaf mold, rich garden soil and well decayed cowdung and some bone-meal. Give drainage, and keep plants in open air, but in partial shade during summer. Water regularly during summer. Keep soil moist only during winter, and foliage free from dust. Repot large plants in February and small ones twice during the summer. The varieties marked with an asterisk (*) are the most hardy, and are suitable for open ground in Middle Florida; the others are for the conservatory and tropical countries.

**ARECA LUTESCENS.**
This is one of the most beautiful and valuable Palms. Foliage graceful, bright green, with rich golden stems.

20 to 24 inches, 4-inch pots, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.
24 to 30 inches, 5-inch pots, 75 cents each, $6 for 10.

**ARECA LUTESCENS.**
Three Plants in a Pot.
20 to 24 inches............$1.00 each.
30 to 36 inches, very fine, $3.00 each.

**ARECA RUBRA.**
15 to 18 inches, 3-inch pots, 25¢ each, $2 for 10.
20 to 24 inches, 4-inch pots, 50¢ each, $4 for 10.
30 to 36 inches, 6-inch pots, $1 each.

Somewhat similar to A. Lutescens, but of coarser growth. Stems red; foliage reddish green on the young growth.

**CHAMOEROPS FORTUNAE OR EXCELSA.**
(Chusan Fan Palmotto.)
10 to 12 inches, 4-inch pots, 25¢ each, $2 for 10.
15 inches, with several characterized leaves 5-inch pots, 50¢ each, $2 for 10.
20-24 inches, fine plants, very stocky, $1 each.

The hardiest of all exotic Palms, suitable for either conservatory or open ground.

**CHAMOEROPS GRACILIS.**
15 to 18 inches, 4-inch pots, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.
18 to 24 inches, 5-inch pots, 75 cents each, $8 for 10.

A graceful variety with deeply cut fan-shaped leaves.

**CORYPHA AUSTRALIS.**
12 to 15 inches, 4-inch pots...........50c each.
20 to 24 inches, 5-inch pots, with several characterized leaves......75c each.

Of robust growth and dark green foliage; can stand a lower temperature than Latianias.

**CYCAS REVOLUTA** (SAGO PALM.)
Stems 4 inches in diameter, 5 to 6 leaves ..................................$1.00 each.
Stems 4 inches in diameter, 6 to 8 leaves .....................................$2.00 each.
Stems 4 inches in diameter, 8 to 10 leaves ..................................$3.00 each.
Highly ornamental plant, with a crown of dark green, pinnated leaves. Hardy at Savannah. We can supply handsome plants.

KENTIA.
We have a large stock of these desirable Palms. They are of robust and graceful habit, and can stand considerable rough usage. They retain their lower leaves and are of a bright color.

**BELMOREANA.**
(Flowen, or Curled-Leaf Palm.)
12 to 15 inches, 5 characterized leaves, 3-inch pot, 50¢ each; $4 for 10.
15 to 18 inches, 5 characterized leaves, 4 inch pot, 75¢ each; $6 for 10.
20 to 24 inches, 6 characterized leaves, 5 inch pot, $1.00 each; $8 for 10.
30 to 36 inches, 6 to 7 characterized leaves, 6-inch pot, $3 each.
A very graceful variety with beautiful drooping foliage. The most popular Palm grown. (Our Belmoreanas are the finest we have ever offered.)

FORSTERIANA.
(Thatch-Leaf Palm.)
15 inches, 5 characterized leaves, 3-inch pots, 50c each.
36 inches, 6 characterized leaves, 6-inch pot, $3.00 each.
40 to 48 inches, 6 to 7 characterized leaves, 8-inch pot, $5.00 each.

We must robust of the genus, leaves broader, and stems often of darker color.

*LATANIA BORBONICA (CHINESE FAN PALM.)
The most popular of this section. Desirable for all decorative purposes.
4-inch pots, 2 characterized leaves, 12 to 15 inches, 50c each; $3.00 for 10.
4-inch pots, 3 to 4 characterized leaves, 15 to 18 inches, 75c each; $6.00 for 10.

Similar in growth to Latania Borbonica, with broad fanned leaves, but of a more dwarf growth.

PANDANUS UTILIS.
Screw Pine.
10 to 12 inches, 3-inch pot, 50c each; $4 for 10.
12 to 15 inches, 4-inch pot, 75c each; $6 for 10.

A valuable plant for the center of vases. Its long spine-edged leaves are arranged in screw-like order; of easy cultivation.

PANDANUS VEITCHII.
With leaves striped white, fine plants from 5-inch pots, $1.50 each. Larger specimens $2.00 to $3.00 each.

PHOENIX (THE DATE PALM.)
A most valuable genus for conservatory cultivation here and for open ground further south. Most of the varieties stand a temperature of 25 degrees. They make handsome plants for decorative purposes, being of robust and rapid growth.

*PHOENIX CANARIENSIS.
Foliage narrow and graceful; very desirable for open ground in Middle Florida. Attains large size.
15 to 18 inches, 4-inch pot, several characterized leaves, 50c each; $4 for 10.
18 to 24 inches, very strong, 75 cents each .......................... $6.00 for 10.

*PHOENIX RUPICOLA (ROCK-LOVING.)
A species of recent introduction and very scarce. It is the handsomest and most graceful of the genus; of dwarf habit, leaves drooping.
15 to 18 inches, 4-inch pot, 2 to 4 leaves showing character, ........................... 50c each.

*PHOENIX SYLVESTRIS.
(Sylvan, or Wild Palm of Bengal, or East Indian Wine Palm.) Leaves very long, grayish green, pinnae numerous. One of the hardest of the genus, and a most valuable variety.
15 to 18 inches, 4-inch pot, several characterized leaves, 50c each; $4.00 for 10.

Phoenix Tenus (Narrow). Of recent introduction, resembles the common Date Palm but more slender and finer in all its parts. Same size and price as Canariensis.

PITCHEOSPHERMA ALEXANDRINAE.
(Australian Feather Palm.)
18 to 20 inches, 4-inch pots, 50c each, $4 for 10. Leaves beautifully arched; an exceedingly desirable variety.

SEAFORTHIA, OR PITCHOSPHERMA CUNNINGHAMIANA (Bhawara Palm)
15 to 18 inches, 4-inch pots, 75c each, $2 for 10.
24 to 30 inches, 5-inch pots, 75c each, $5 for 10.

An elegant species of graceful habit and rapid growth; leaves very long, dark green; valuable for decorative purposes and well known.

OUR POPULAR SPECIAL COLLECTION OF PALMS.
These special collections are of good value and have never yet failed to please the purchaser. We will supply the following collection of Palms, selection to be left with us:
10 varieties, 2-year-old plants, 12 to 18 inches high, $3.
10 varieties, 3-year-old plants, 18 to 24 inches high, $6.
10 varieties, 4 to 5-year-old plants, 20 to 30 inches high, $10.

Those unfamiliar with Palms will do well to allow us to select for them, as our experience enables us to send out plants which will be most hardy and effective, and show the greater distinction in any location.

BROAD-LEAVED EVERGREEN TREES AND SHRUBS.

With but few exceptions, all these plants are grown in pots, whereby increasing safety in transplanting and enabling us to ship with less danger of loss from removal.

ABELIA.
25 to 50 cents each.

Abelia.—A dwarf shrub, growing 3 to 4 feet. Produces an immense quantity of tubular-shaped, white flowers during the entire summer. Leaves very dark green. Very desirable variety.

Rupelstris.—Of more compact growth than Grandiflora. Flowers smaller and of a pale pink. Good summer bloomer.

ACUBA.—(GOLD DUST TREE.)
12 to 15 inches .......................... 50c each, $4.00 for 10.
18 to 24 inches, very strong, 75 cents each .......................... $6.00 for 10.

Himalacina.—Leaves green, sinuated. Japanen (male).—Leaves spotted yellow.
AZALEA INDICA.  
(Home Grown.)
6 to 8 inches high, bushy, with flower-buds.  
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.
We have fifty varieties in our collection.  
The colors range in all shades of crimson, scarlet, purple, salmon, and with exquisite variegations, mottlings, stripes, blotches, etc. Single and double flowers.

These beautiful shrubs are perfectly hardy in this latitude, but succeed best in a somewhat shady situation and in a light soil containing an abundance of leaf mold.

AZALEAS (IMPORTED.).
These beautiful plants are becoming more popular every year for forcing, window, store and conservatory decorations. These plants are also adapted for open ground planting. The Azaleas which we offer are all grafted and have bushy crowns, which are well set with flower-buds. We have about twelve to fifteen distinct varieties, double and single; white, all shades of reds and pinks, variegated, etc.

Plants With Crowns.
8 inches in diameter...50 cents each, $4 for 10.
10 to 12 in. in diameter...75c each, $6.50 for 10.
Larger specimens, 12 to 14 inches...$1 each

BAY TREES.—LAURUS NOBILIS, APOLLO’S OR SPICE LAUREL.
10 to 12 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.
15 to 18 inches, 50 cents each, $1 for 10.

A beautiful evergreen, with long, narrow, glossy green leaves, which are very aromatic. There is a growing demand for these beautiful trees. We offer a nice lot of Standard and Pyramid Bays in tubs as follows:

BAY TREES, (PYRAMIDS.)
6 feet, 26 inches diameter at base...$13 each
7 feet, 34 inches diameter at base...$16 each
8 feet, 40 inches diameter at base...$18 each

BAY TREES, (STANDARDS.)
Stem about 45 inches, diameter of crown
24 inches $9.00 each
Stem about 45 inches, diameter of crown
30 inches $11.00 each
Stem about 45 inches, diameter of crown
33 inches $13.00 each

BERBERIS JAPONICA.
10 to 12 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.
12 to 15 inches, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

This splendid plant thrives best in a shady situation, as on the north side of a house; foliage very broad, with 5 pairs of leaflets; flowers yellow, in long spikes, during February and March, followed by dark purple berries; a magnificent shrub.

BUXUS (BOXWOOD.)
We offer a beautiful lot of plants, trimmed in pyramidal shape. The plants are compact and very bushy. These are becoming very popular for decorative purposes.
15 to 18 inches high...$1.25 each
24 inches high...$2.00 each
36 inches high...$3.25 each
40 to 48 inches high...$5.00 each

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.  
(Imported Plants.)
A partially shaded situation, especially where protected from the cold winds of winter, is most desirable. Any good garden soil is suitable, but if mixed with leaf-mold better results may be expected. The best seasons for transplanting are from early Oc-
tober to beginning of November, and from end of February to end of March. Mulch the plants with well-rotted manure.

The colors range in all shades of red, from a very pale pink to darkest crimson, and all styles of flower combining exquisite variegations, pencilling, mottlings, etc.

Prices refer to plants without flower buds.

DOUBLE WHITE CAMELIAS (Alba Plena.)
Well branched, 15 inches high...$1.00
18 to 20 inches...$1.50
24 inches...$2.00

COLORED CAMELIAS.
12 to 15 inches high...$1 each, $8 for 10.
18 to 20 inches...$1.25 each.
24 inches...$1.50 each.

These are bushy, yet closely foliaged plants.

CAMELIAS (HOME GROWN.)
We offer a limited stock of Home-grown Camellias; best double and semi-double colored sorts.
12 to 15 inches, slightly branched, 50 cents each.
15 to 18 inches, slightly branched, 75 cents each.

CAMPHOR (CINNAMOMUM CAMPHORA.)
(The Camphor Tree.)
Prices of plants, all pot-grown:
1-year, 12 to 15 inches, 15c each, $1.25 for 10, $8.00 per 100.
2-years, 24 inches, stocky, 25c each, $2.00 for 10.

We have an immense stock of pot-grown plants, which can be shipped and transplanted at any time. Plants grown in open ground are not readily transplanted. This tree is perfectly hardy and does well along the South Atlantic and Gulf coast. It is a handsome evergreen, with bright, shiny leaves. Will do well on poor soil, but, of course, will make a more satisfactory growth when properly fertilized. It is being planted in large quantities for producing the gum camphor of commerce.

CLEVERA JAPONICA.
10 to 12 inches, 25 cents each.
A shrub of medium height; foliage very glossy; flowers creamy white, produced in great profusion during June, and delightfully fragrant; rivalling in this respect the popular Tea Olive. The flowers are followed by red berries, which are retained all winter.

ELAEAGNUS (JAPAN OLEASTER.)
25 cents each.
We cannot too highly recommend these beautiful shrubs, which are perfectly hardy, do not require very rich soil, and are not affected by either extreme heat or cold. The variegated foliage varieties are exceedingly showy.

Aurea Maculata.—Leaves with broad yellow blotches.

Frederic Variegata.—A dwarf shrub with undulated leaves, bright yellow center, margin green; new.

Japonica Macrophylla.—Leaves very large, undulated; clear green on upper side, silvery white on under side; a showy shrub.

Pungens Variegata.—Leaves margin white.

Simonii.—Foliage elongated; silvery on under side; of compact growth; has edible fruit.

GARDENIA (CAPE JASMINE.)
12 to 15 inches, all pot-grown, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.

Florida.—Flowers very large, white and very fragrant; foliage glossy.
Fortunel.—Flowers larger than those of Florida.

Radicans.—Dwarf, trailing; foliage smaller than the above; flowers white; very fragrant. 6 to 8 inch plants, 25 cents each.

**ILEX (HOLLY).**

6 to 8 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.

We have a large collection of these desirable plants, which are conspicuous by the various forms and colorings of their foliage. Any ordinary soil suits them, and a group of a few 100 of these distinct sorts forms a pleasing feature in the garden. We offer several varieties, all grafted and imported plants.

**KALMIA LATIFOLIA.**

(CALICO BUSH; MOUNTAIN LAUREL.)

Strong, bushy plants, 12 to 15 inches, 50 cents each, $4.00 for 10.

A beautiful native shrub. The pinkish white buds appear early in May and expand into beautiful white and flesh colored flowers. They are at their best about the middle of May. A clump of Kalmias makes a most beautiful effect in the landscape.

**LIGUSTRUM (PRIVET).**

Amurense.—From Amoor river; very rapid and compact grower; foliage small. No other hinge plant is grown. Plants are also desirable for single specimens or for wind-breaks; for latter, plant 8 to 10 feet apart. 25 cents each. (See under head of "Hedge Plants," page 11.)

**Oleaceae Superbun.—Tall growth, leaves beautifully variegated; stands the summer to perfection. An excellent new plant. We can recommend this. Strong grafted plants, very bushy.**

18 to 24 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15.00 per 100.

3 to 4 feet, very bushy, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

**Marginatum Aureum.—A. vigorous, growing variety, with large leaves, beautifully margined with yellow. Stands the sun well. A desirable variety.**

18 to 24 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10 $15 per 100.

3 to 4 feet, very bushy, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

**Ovalifolium.** (California Privet.)—Growth erect; leaves larger than Amurense, but not equal to the latter as a hedge plant. It is grown north and west in great quantities. We can supply this in large numbers and in various sizes. 24-30 inches (for hedges) $4 per 100, $30.00 per 1000.

3 years, 3-5 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.

4 years, 4-5 feet, specimen plants, several times sheared, 75c each.

**MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA.**

Pot-grown, 1 ft., 50c each, $3 for 10, $25.00 per 100.

Open-ground, 1 ft., 25c each, $2 for 10, $17.50 per 100.

Open-ground, 2 ft., 25 cents each, $4 for 10, $30.00 per 100.

**Note.**—To lessen liability of loss from transplanting, all leaves should be cut off from open-ground grown plants.

**MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA GLORIOSA.**

1 year, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

A variety of Grandiflora, with flowers of immense size, often 12 inches in diameter; foliage large, and bronze underneath; a magnificent tree.

**MYRTUS COMMUNIS (SINGLE MYRTLE).**

25 cents each.

A well known Evergreen with small glossy green leaves, pure white flowers, very fragrant.

**MYRTUS FLORA PLOEINA (DOUBLE MYRTLE).**

25 cents each.

A beautiful Evergreen, with small glossy green leaves. Flowers double; pure white and very fragrant.

**OLEA FRAGRANS (TEA OR SWEET OLIVE).**

25 cents each.

One of the most desirable flowering shrubs of southern gardens.

**OSMANTHUS AQUIFOLIUM (OLEA ILICIFOLIA).**

15 to 18 inches .................. 50c each Heavy, well-branched, 24-30 inches. $1, each.

A beautiful shrub, allied to the Olea Fragrans. With prickly-toothed leaves; dark green. Flowers white, like the Tea Olive, but will stand more cold. Attains a height of 20 to 25 feet and makes a beautiful lawn tree.

**PITTOSPORUM TOBIRA.**

8 to 10 inch plants. . . . . . . . 25c each, $2 for 10.

A fine shrub, which is well adopted for trimming in fanciful shapes. Flowers yellowish white; very fragrant.

**QUERCUS VIRENS; (LIVE OAK).**

2 to 3 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10. 4 feet, 25 cents each, $3.00 for 10.

Our native Live Oak. We offer a limited quantity of fine, transplanted trees of this magnificent oak. In transplanting to insure safety it should be defoliated and the side branches well cut back.

**QUERCUS SUBER (CORK OAK).**

Plants from 3-inch pots, 18 to 24 inches, 25 cents each, or $2 for 10.

A valuable shade tree, growing in comparatively poor soil. Trees grown in open ground do not transplant successfully. The Cork Oak, being well adapted to the Southern States, can be planted with the certainty of the bark becoming a valuable product.

**RHODODENDRON CATAWBIENSE (MOUNTAIN LAUREL).**

Fine bushy plants, 18 to 24 inches, $1 each.

These beautiful shrubs are perfectly hardy but require a shady situation and a soil rich in leaf mold. Never plant these in situations where exposed all day to direct sunshine.

**VIBURNUM TINUS (LAUBNISTINUS).**

25 cents each.

A handsome and popular white-flowering shrub. Profuse bloomer. Attains a height of 10 feet.
ORNAMENTAL HEDGE PLANTS.

ARBORVITAE.

(Biota Intermedia Seedlings.)

Compact Golden.

2 years transplanted, 2 to 3 feet. $12.00 per 100.
3 years transplanted, 15 to 18 inches, $10.00 per 100.

Pyramidal Green.

2 years transplanted, 18 to 24 inches, $10 per 100.
3 years transplanted, 18 to 24 inches, $12.00 per 100.

BERBERIS THUNBERGII.

A most desirable plant for a low growing hedge. Strong transplanted plants $10 per 100. (For full description see page 14).

CYDONIA JAPONICA (JAPAN QUINCE).

Strong 3-year plants, $10 per 100.

A most desirable deciduous hedge plant. The flowers vary from red to several shades of pink, appearing early in the spring, before the leaves start into growth.

LIGUSTRUM AMURENSE (AMOOR RIVER PRIVET).

Well branched 24 to 30 inches, $1 per 100, $3.00 per 100.
Extra heavy branched, 4 feet, $10.00 per 100.

Of these hedges of this desirable evergreen have for years past been noted for their perfect shape and appearance. It far surpasses the variety cultivated in northern sections under the name of California Privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium), which assumes a dingy green tint in winter, whereas the Amoor River Privet retains its brighter green color throughout the entire year.

CONIFEROUS EVERGREENS.

We believe that we may claim to grow the largest and most varied stock of these plants in the Southern States and especially of such varieties as are best adopted to this climate. The collection of Biotas, Cupressinace, etc., comprise many new and valuable varieties.

Most of these plants are grown in pots from the time they are propagated, or during part of the year in open ground, and potted off in fall.

Prices for plants grown in 4 and 5-inch pots, or from open ground, 50 cents each.

10 plants, our selection of varieties, $4.00.

We can supply fine specimen plants of many varieties at $1 to $10 each, according to size.

ARBORVITAE: ASIATIC SECTION—PLANTS FROM OPEN GROUND.

BIOTA AURORA NANA.

12 to 15 inches high, 50c each, $4 for 10, $3.00 per 100.
18 to 20 inches high, 75c each, $6.00 for 10, $5.00 per 100.

The most popular of all Biotas.

BIOTA AUREA CONSPICUA.

20 to 24 inches.........50c each, $4 for 10, 24 to 30 inches.........75c each, $6 for 10.
3 feet ................1.00 each. Growth more erect than the Aurea, foliage intense gold, some of its branches being of a solid metallic tint, others suffused with green.

BIOTA AUREA PYRAMIDALIS.

20 to 24 inches.........50c each, $4 for 10, 30 to 36 inches.........75c each, $6 for 10.
3 feet ................1.00 each. Growth more erect and symmetrical growth, compact, and of golden hue.

BIOTA JAPONICA FILIFORMIS.

18 to 24 inches..............75 cents each. Fine specimens, 30 inches........$1.00 each. A new Japanese variety, with thread like foliage; of compact habit.

ARBORVITAE: AMERICAN SECTION.

Thuja Globosa. Of spherical and compact growth. Ultimate height, 4 to 6 feet, 25 to 50 cents.

Thuja Gigantea (Pacific Coast Arborvitae). This is a rapid-growing species, with dark green foliage. Attains a height of 30 to 40 feet. 25 to 50 cents.

Thuja Pumila (Booth’s Dwarf). Of dense, rounded habit, ultimate height, 2 to 3 feet. 25 to 50 cents.

Thuja Reidi (Booth’s Dwarf). A dwarf variety of slow growth and compact habit. 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00.

All the Arborvitae have abundant small roots, and transplant well from open ground.
CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNEI (FORTUNE’S YEW.)
50 cents each.
Broad-leaved, moderate grower. 10 to 12 feet.

CEDRUS DEODARA.
(The Great Cedar of the Himalayan Mountains.)
15 to 18 inches $0.75 each, $4 for 10.
20 to 24 inches 50c each, $6 for 10.
3 feet $1.00 each.
A stately tree, attaining a height of 50 to 75 feet; foliage glaucous green; branches feathery and spreading; perfectly adapted to this climate. We grow an immense stock.

CUPRESSUS (CYPRESS.)
Small plants, 12 to 15 inches, 25c each, $2.00 for 10.
Larger specimens, 18 to 24 inches, 50 cents each, $4.00 for 10.
30 to 36 inches, 75 cents each, $6.00 for 10.

P. J. BECKMAN’S CATALOG

30 to 36 inches, 75 cents each, $6 for 10. A magnificent, rapid-growing conifer, with erect, short branches, bright green, feathery foliage, in form of fans. 75 to 100 feet.

PODOCARPUS.
Japonica. A medium-sized tree, of compact and rather bushy habit. Leaves broad, dark green. Height, 10 to 15 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10; larger, 15 to 18 inches, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

Korensis. Of bushy habit; foliage narrow, dark green. A valuable variety. Height 6 to 12 feet. 15 to 18 inches, 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

PINS (PINE FAMILY.)
Abies Excelsa (Norway Spruce). A popular species, extensively cultivated in the northern sections of the continent, but succeeding only to a limited extent at the south. It is well suited to the mountain districts. 15 to 18-inch plants, 25 cents each, $2 for 10.

Pinus strobus Excelsa (Bhutan Pine). Resembles the white pine, but with much longer and more glaucous leaves, and of a much more graceful habit. It is known in India as "Drooping Fir." 50 cents each, $4 for 10.

RETINOSPORA CHAMAECYPARIS (JAPAN CYPRESS.)
15 inches $1.00 each, $4 for 10. 20 to 24 inches $1.50 each, $6 for 10. Large specimen plants $1.00 each. A valuable species, useful for small trees or shrubbery from Japan; very hardy and desirable for small gardens or cemetery lots. All of our Retinosporas have been sheared and are very handsome.

Fillfera. Of medium height; branches very slender and thread-like. 15 to 20 feet.

Fullerii. This forms a small tree, of spreading growth. The foliage is flattened like Obtusa, bronze-green, tipped with gold. A beautiful and rare variety. Strong plants. 50 cents to $1 each.

Obtusa Nana. Exceedingly dwarf, with distinct foliage.

Plumosa or Pea-Fruited. Of dwarf growth, with slender branches and sharp-pointed glaucous leaves.


Plumosa or Plume-Like. A rapid-growing variety, with exquisite foliage and slender branches; very handsome. Height, 10 to 12 feet.

Plumosa Aurea. Similar to Plumosa, but foliage tipped with gold. Height, 10 to 15 feet.

Squarrosa Veitchii. Rapid grower; foliage light bluish-green, very handsome; one of the best of the genus. Height, 15 to 25 feet.

TAXUS (YEW.)
12 to 15-inch plants $1.00 each, $5 for 10.

Adpressa (Japan Yew). 10 to 12 feet. A bushy, spreading variety, with short, dark green leaves.


Note.—The above do best in the Piedmont section.

THUYOPSIS BOREALIS (CHAMAECYPARIS NUTRAENSI S.)
Yellow Cedar.
50 cents each.

With upright branches, pendulous at the extremities. Foliage dark green. A very handsome conifer, 50 to 60 feet.
DECIDUOUS TREES.

For full descriptions see Catalog of Fall 1903.

ACER (MAPLE)

Diospyrum (White or Silver Maple). 6 to 7 feet, branched 25 cents each; $2 for 10, $15 per 100; 8 to 10 feet branched, 50 cents each; $4 for 10, 10 to 12 feet, heavy, well branched, 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 inches in diameter, 75 cents each; $6 for 10, 12 to 14 feet, very heavy, $10.00 each; 14 to 15 feet, very heavy, $1.50 each.

Negundo, or Negundo Fraxinifolium (Ash-Leaved Maple or Box Elder). 6 to 7 feet, 25 cents each; $2 for 10, $15 per 100; 8 to 10 feet each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100; 10 feet, heavy, 75 cents each; $6 for 10, $50 per 100; 12 feet, heavy, $1.00 each; $7.50 for 10, $65 per 100; 14 feet, very stocky, $1.50 each.

Platanoids (Norway Maple). 6 to 7 feet, 50 cents each; $4 for 10, 8 to 10 feet, $1 each, $8 for 10.

Saucerum (Sugar Maple). 6 to 7 feet; 50 cents each, $4 for 10; 9 to 10 feet, stocky, $1 each, $8 for 10.

Wierii (Wier's Cut-Leaf Silver Maple). Budded Trees, 7 to 8 feet, 50 cents each, $4 for 10, $55 per 100; 10 feet, $1 each, $8 for 10.

CAROLINA POPULAR (See Populus Monilifera.)

CAROLINA POPULAR (See Populus Monilifera.)

CELTIS DAVIDIANA (APHANANTHE ASPERA, CHINESE NETTLE TREE).

8 to 10 feet, 75 cents each; 10 to 12 feet, $1.00 each.

This is the yenoki of the Japanese gardens. A rapid growing tree, with spreading branches; foliage deep green and very smooth bark. A very rare and desirable shade tree, which, after 20 years' trial in our grounds, has been entire free from insect-depredations or disease.

Celtis Occidentalis (Hackberry or Nettle Tree). 5 to 6 feet, 25 cents each; $2 for 10; 6 to 8 feet, stocky, 50 cents each; $4 for 10; 10 to 12 feet, 75 cents each.

CORNYX FLORE RUBRO (DOGWOOD-RED FLOWERING.)

2 to 2 1-2 feet, 75 cents each; 3 to 3 1-2 feet, $1 each.

Similar to the large flowering Dogwood, but the flowers are of a deep rose color. Early in the season it produces quantities of flowers, which make it a most effective tree.

ELM (See Ulmus.)

FRAVINUS (Ash.)

6 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100; 7 to 9 feet, 50c each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100; 10 to 12 feet. heavy, $1 each, $7.50 for 10, $50.00 per 100.

American Walnut. A fine, native shade tree, of rapid growth.

Excelsior. (English Ash). A tall tree of rapid growth, more rounded in shape than the American variety.

HACKBERRY (See Celtis Occidentalis.)

KOELREUTERIA PANICULATA (GOLDEN RAIN TREE.)

3 to 4 feet, 25 cents each; $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

5 to 6 feet, 50 cents each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100.

A most beautiful ornamental shade tree for China. From China, it is the latter part of the season produces immense panicles or orange yellow flowers, which completely envelop the entire head of the tree.

LINDEN, (See Tilia.)

LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA (TULIP TREE.)

6 to 8 feet........50c each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100.

8 to 10 feet.........50c each, $6 for 10, $50 per 100.

10 to 12 feet...........$1.00 each.

14 to 15 feet, very heavy........$2.50 each.

MAGNOLIA—CHINESE VARIETIES.

Parapuren (Chinese Purple.) Large purple flowers, which appear latter part of March.

5 to 4 feet, 50 cents.

Soutangeana. Flowers large, pink on outside and white inside. Beautiful variety. Blooms in March, 3 to 4 feet $1.

MELIA AZEDARACH UMBRACULIFORMIS (Texas Umbrella Tree.)

Well branched, 3 to 4 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

Well branched, 5 to 4 feet, 50 cents each, $3 for 10, $25 per 100.

Well branched, 6 to 8 feet, 75 cents each, $6 for 10, $50 per 100.

OAKS (See Quercus.)

PAULOWNIA IMPERIALIS (EMpress TREE)

4 to 5 feet..................50c each, $3 for 10, 6 to 7 feet........75c each, $6 for 10. A rapid growing tree, with very large leaves.

PLATANUS ORIENTALIS (Plane Tree—Sycamore.)

6 to 7 feet. 50 cents each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100.

8 to 10 feet. 75c each, $6 for 10, $50 per 100.

10 to 12 feet, each........................$1.00 each.

POPULUS (Poplar.)

5 to 6 feet. 25c each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

Carolinensis (Monilifera) (Carolina Poplar.) A rapid growing native shade tree.

Fastigiata (Lombardy Poplar). Of tall, pyramidal growth.

QUEIRUS PALUSTRIS (PIN OAK.)

Strong, transplanted trees, 4 to 5 feet, 50 cents each, $4 for 10. A very beautiful variety.

SALIX (WILLOW)

5 to 6 feet. 25c each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

6 to 8 ft. length; 50c each, $3 for 10, $25 per 100.

8 to 10 feet, very heavy, 75 cents each, $6 for 10, $50.00 per 100.

Annularis, or Ring-Leaved. Leaves singularly curled like a ring.

Babylonica (Common Weeping). A valuable tree.

Japonica. Somewhat similar to Babylonica but later in putting out in spring.

SALISBURY ADIANTIFOLIA (GINGKO OR MAIDENHAIR TREE.)

3 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10. Foliage similar to that of maidenhair fern, hence the name.

STERCULIA PLANTANIFOLIUM.

(Japan Varnish; Japan Parasol.)

2 to 3 feet, 25c each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

4 to 5 feet, 50c each, $4 for 10, $25 per 100.

6 to 8 feet, 50c each, $4 for 10, $35 per 100.

A very desirable shade trade, of rapid growth.

SYCAMORE (See Platanus.)

TEA'S WEEPING MULBERRY.

Strong Trees, budded on 5 feet stems, 75c each.

A beautiful and hardy weeping Mulberry.
We grow none but the most desirable varieties which have been tested as to their adaptability to the south. We have an immense stock.

We will supply 10 shrubs, in 10 varieties, our selection, for..................$ 1.50
We will supply 100 shrubs in 25 or 50 varieties, our selection, for.........10.00

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.

TEXAS UMBRELLA (See Melia.)
TILA AMERICANA (AMERICAN LIMELIGHT OR LIME.)
6 to 8 feet, 50c each, $4.00 for 10. 10 feet, $1.00 each, $7.50 for 10.
A fine large-sized tree, of rapid growth.

ULMUS AMERICANA (AMERICAN WHITE ELM.)
5 feet....................25c each, $2 for 10. 6 to 8 feet, 75c each, $4 for 10, $20 per 100. 8 to 10 feet..................................75c each, $4 for 10, $50 per 100. 12 to 14 feet.....................$1.00 each, 12 to 14 feet, very heavy............$1.50 each.

ALTHAEA FRUTEX (ROSE OF SHARON.)
Strong, grafted plants, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.
The new European varieties lately introduced are nearly all of dwarf growth; and their flowers are greatly superior to the old sorts. Their colors include white, pink, purple, blue, red, violet, mottled, double, and single.

BERBERIS THUNBERGII
t (Thunberg’s Barberry.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
A dwarf variety from Japan, with small foliage, changing to a beautiful coppery red in autumn. Retains its leaves for a long time. Makes a beautiful dwarf ornamental hedge.

AZALEA CALENDULACEA.
Strong, bushy plants, 12 to 15 in., 50 cents each, $4 for 10; larger sizes, 75 cents to $1.00 each.
A native species; very showy latter part of April. Several shades of yellow, orange buff and crimson.

CALICAPARPA AMERICANA.
(French Mulberry.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
With purple berries, produced in clusters; very effective in fall and early winter.

CALLICANTHUS PROECOX OR CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS; (SWEET SHRUB.)
Well branched plants 18 to 24 inches, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $18 per 100. Heavy, well branched; 3 to 4 feet, 50 cents each, $3 for 10, $25 per 100.
A Japanese variety; flowers yellowish white, very early in spring; very fragrant.

CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA.
(White Fringe.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
Fring-like fragrant white flowers in early April.

CLERODENDRON FRAGRANS.
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
A low-growing shrub, flowers pure white, like a miniature double rose; very fragrant; stems die back during winter; blooms from July until frost.

CORCHORUS.
(Kerria Japonica) (Globe Flower, Japanese Rose.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $12 per 100.
Japonicus. With single yellow blooms about an inch in diameter, which appear early in April. Attains a height of about 5 feet.
Flore Pleno. A double form of the above.

CYDONIA.
(Pyrus Japonica.) (Japan Quince.)
25c each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
Heavy, well branched plants, 50c each, 3 for 10, 20 per 100.
Japonica (Firebush). Bright, red flowers, which last for a long period. A fine hedge plant.

DUEZIA.
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
Crenata Flore Pleno. Flowers double-white, tinged with rose.
Graells. Flowers pure-white, bell-shaped.
Pride of Rochester. Double, white, back of petals pink; large panicles and blooms early.

EXOCYTDRA GRANDIFLORA.
(Spirea of Pearl Brush.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $12 per 100.
A very scarce shrub. Large, pure white flowers are produced in great profusion about middle of March.

FORSYTHIA VIRIDISSIMA.
(Golden Bell.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
Bushy plants, 5 to 6 feet, 50 cents each, $4 for 10, $25 per 100.
Flowers golden yellow; produced in greatest profusion early in March.

HYDRANGEA.
Strong, field grown plants, 2 to 3 feet, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100. 3 years, heavy, well branched, 50 cents each, $4 for 10, $30 per 100.

(For descriptions of varieties see page.)

HYPERICUM (ST. JOHN’S WORT.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
Moserianum. Dwarf, almost creeping plant; flowers yellow, very large, 2 inches in diameter. Free blooming.
Multiflorum. Flowers smaller and a more upright grower than Moserianum.

KERRIA JAPONICA.
(See Corchorus Japonicus.)

LAGERSTROEMIA—CHAPE MYRTLE.
25 cents each, $2 for 10.
New Crimson. Vivid crimson.
White.

LILAC (see Syringa. Page 15).

LONICERA (BUSH HONEYSUCKLE.)
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
Belgica (Belgian Honeysuckle.) Of bushy growth. Flowers pink; profuse bloomer. Excellent.
Fragrantissima. Sweet-scented, pinkish white flowers, which appear in the early spring.


NEVUSIA ALABAMENSIS.
(Snow Wreath.)
25 cents each.
A very scarce Southern shrub, with beautiful fringed-like white flowers. Blooms in April.

PHILADELPHUS (SYRINGA OR MOCK ORANGE.)
2 to 3 feet........... 25 cents each; $2 for 10.
3 to 6 feet, heavy, well branched, 50 cents each; $4 for 10.

Boule d'Argent. Very free bloomer, with large white flowers.

Gordonii. White; large; blooms late.

Grandiflorus. Very large flowers.

Primulaeflorus. Flowers white; semi-double.

Souv. de Billard. Very large flowers in racemes.

PUNICA GRANATUM (PELARGONIUM.)
18 to 24 inches, branched, 25 cents each. $2.00 for 10.
3 to 4 feet, heavy, well branched, 50 cents each; $4 for 10.

Alba. Double white.

Rubra. Double red.

Variegata. Double white and red.

RUDBECKIA LACINATA.
(Golden Glow; Cone Flower.)
Strong Roots, 25 cents each.
A fine herbaceous plant of vigorous growth attaining a height of from four to six feet. Begins to flower in early summer and continues in bloom until late fall. The flowers are double yellow, somewhat resembling a dahlia.

ROSMARinus OFFICINALIS.
(ROSEMARY) "OLD MAN."
25 cents each; $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
An old garden favorite.

RHUS COTINUS.
(PURPLE PRUNGE OR SMOKE TREE.)
2 to 3 feet 25c each, $2 for 100, $15 per 100.
5 to 6 feet, very heavy, well branched, 25 cents each, $4 per 10, $50 per 100.

SPIRAEA; SPRING BLOOMERS.
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $10 per 100.
Heavy, well branched plants, 4 years old, 50 cents each, $3 for 10, $20 per 100.

Arctica Multiflora. Of dwarffish growth; flowers larger than and finer than Thunbergii.

Primifolia. A beautiful early blooming variety, with small pure white double flowers.

Reevsianna Flore Pleno. With large round clusters of double white flowers that cover the whole plant.

Thunbergii. Dwarf; flowers white very early in spring. With fine feathery foliage, which makes this variety suitable for a low hedge. $8 per 100.

VAN HOUTTEI. Large, white flowers and a very profuse bloomer.

SPIRAEA—PERPETUAL BLOOMERS.
Anthony Watterer. Of very dwarf growth, flower heads, large and of a deep pink color.

Billardi. Flowers in spikes, deep pink.

Bumalda. Of very dwarf growth; flowers deep pink, in umbels, and variegated foliage.

Callosa Alba. A very dwarf, white flowering variety. Blooms the entire summer.

Fontenaysia Alba. Resembles Billardi, but with spikes of white flowers.

Flochelii. A fine, free-blooming sort; flowers rose-colored, in panicled clusters.

Fortunel Macrophylla. A variety with very large leaves which are tinted royal purple, making the plant very conspicuous.

Paniculata Rosea. A vigorous grower, with cymes of rose-colored flowers.

Semperflorens Rosea. Flowers in spikes; light rose.

SYRINGA—(LILAC) SINGLE BLOOM.
Grafted, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.
Chas. X. Dark lilac red.

FRAU DAUMANN. Fine single white.

Gloria Rupella. Light red.

Japonica. Flowers creamy white; odor-less; in large panicles. Late bloomer.

Lovaniana. Light pink.

Ludwig Spath. Reddish purple. Best of its color.

SYRINGA—(LILAC) DOUBLE BLOOM.
Alphonse Lavalle. Very large panicles; blue, shaded violet.

La tour d'Avrergne. Flowers very large; violet purple.

La Gaulois. Deep peach.

Lemoinei. Reddish purple.

Leon Simon. Bluish crimson.

Mme. Casimir Perier. Beautiful white flowers, in large and compact panicles.

Mme. Lemoine. Superb white.


Renoncule. Azure-mauve.

TAMARIX.
25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.
6 to 8 feet, very heavy, 50 cents each, $3 for 10, $25 per 100.
7 to 8 feet, very heavy, 75 cents each, $5 for 10.

Gallica. Foliage light, glaucous green; flowers pink in summer.

Plumosa or Japonica. Of medium height; foliage very graceful and feathery; a fine new plant.

VIBURNUM.
Opulus Sterilis (Snowball.) A favorite old shrub, 25 cents each, $2 for 10, $15 per 100.

Opulus (Bush Cranberry.) 25 cents each, $2 for 10.

Pileatum (Japanese Snowball.) A beautiful variety of upright, bushy growth; produces heads of white flowers in great profusion. Far superior to the old Snowball. Blooms in April. Strong plants, 50 cents each.

VITEX (CHASTE OR HEMP TREE.)
25 and 50 cents each, $2 and $4 for 10.

Agnus Castus. This is a valuable shrub low growing tree. Flowers are in spikes, lilac in color, blooming early in May and lasting for a long time.

Agnus Castus Alba. Same as above, but white flowering.
FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

For full descriptions see Catalog of Fall, 1903.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRUIT</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 10</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLES</td>
<td>One year 4 to 6 feet or two year, 4 feet</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>$ .10</td>
<td>$ 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two year heavy, well branched</td>
<td></td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERRIES</td>
<td>4 to 6 feet, stocky, 25 cents each</td>
<td>$2.00 per 10</td>
<td>$15.00 per 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to 4 feet, stocky</td>
<td>20 cents each</td>
<td>$1.50 per 10</td>
<td>$12.50 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIGS</td>
<td>One year, 20 cents each</td>
<td>$1.00 per 10</td>
<td>$10.00 per 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARS</td>
<td>One year standard 4 feet and up</td>
<td>25 cents each</td>
<td>$2.00 per 10</td>
<td>$15 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One year, first size, 4 feet and up</td>
<td></td>
<td>$ .15</td>
<td>$ 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One year 3 to 4 feet</td>
<td></td>
<td>$ .10</td>
<td>$ 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One year 2 to 3 feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One year, 1 to 2 feet and June buds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can yet supply the following standard market varieties in quantities:

Carmen, Early Tillotson, Emma, Fleitas, St. John, Greensboro, Hiley, Mountain Rose, Red River, Thurber, Waddell and Stinson's October.

The other varieties of peaches as described on pages 9 and 10 of catalog for 1903 we can supply only in the 2 to 3 feet grade.

PLUMS | One year, 4 feet and up, heavy | 25 cents each | $2.00 per 10 | $15 per 100 |

NUT BEARING TREES.

CHESTNUTS | American, 3 to 4 feet, 25 cents each | $2 per 10 |
| | 5 to 6 feet, 50 cents each | $4 per 10 | $25.00 per 100 |
| CHESTNUTS | Large Spanish, 3 to 4 feet | 25 cents each | $2.00 per 10 |
| FILBERTS | European White | 25 cents each | $2.00 per 10 |
| | 4 feet, heavy, well branched, 35 cents each | $3.00 per 100 |
| PECANS | (Louisiana Paper Shell) Grown from extra large nuts. | One year seedlings, 8 to 12 inches, very stocky | 15 cents each | $1.25 per 10 | $8.00 per 100 | $75.00 per 1000 |
| | (Grafted and budded): Pride of the Coast, and Bolton | 3 to 5 feet, heavy | $1.50 each |

SMALL FRUITS.

BLACKBERRIES | Strong plants, 50 cents per 10 | $2.00 per 100 |
| RASPBERRIES | Strong plants, 50 cents per 10 | $2.00 per 100 |
| STRAWBERRIES | Strong plants tied in bunches of 25, 50 cents per 100, $4 per 1000. Special prices for large lots. |
| GRAPES | (Native Varieties) | 10 strong vines in 10 best varieties for | $1.00 100 strong vines in 10 best varieties for | $8.00 |
| ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA | (Loquat, Medlar) | 2 years, pot grown, 15 to 18 inches, 25 cents each | $2 for 10, $17.50 per 100 |
| | 2 years, 20 to 24 inches, 35 cents each | $2.50 for 10, $20.00 per 100 |
| | 3 years, heavy, 24 to 30 inches, 50 cents each | $3.00 for 10, $25.00 per 100 |
| OLIVES | (Picholine) | 15 to 18 inches, 25 cents each | $2.00 per 10, $17.50 per 100 |
| | 24 to 30 inches, bushy, 50 cents each | $4.00 per 10, $35.00 per 100 |
| POMEGRANATES | (Purple Seeded or Spanish Ruby) | 25 cents each | $2.00 per 10 |

MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS.